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Abstract: Upon complexation with bismelamine receptors (BMn) featuring different alkyl linker lengths
(number of methylene groups (n) ) 5-12), a barbituric acid merocyanine dye (1) can be loaded into diverse
self-organized superstructures through multiple hydrogen-bonding interactions. UV/vis, dynamic light
scattering, and NMR studies in cyclohexane demonstrate that the diversification of the primarily formed
hydrogen-bonded species in solution occurs by varying the linker length of BMn. Hierarchical organization
of the hydrogen-bonded species is achieved by slow evaporation of the solvent (forming solvent-free films),
and the resulting superstructures are evaluated by polarized optical microscopy, X-ray diffraction, SEM,
and AFM techniques. The formation of columnar structures with and without two-dimensional ordering are
revealed for shorter (n ) 5-7) and longer (n ) 11, 12) linker bis(melamines), respectively. On the contrary,
in the cases of n ) 8-10, the formation of lamellar structures is unveiled. Several assemblies (n ) 5, 7,
11) indicate the formation of a liquid crystalline mesophase in POM and DSC analyses. Hierarchical
organization is also achieved in solution by prolonged aging, affording phase-separated crystalline nanofibers
(n ) 5, 7) and soft nanofibrils agglomerating into wormlike objects (n ) 8), gel-forming continuous globular
networks (n ) 10), and nanofibers (n ) 11, 12). These superstructural and morphological diversifications
are an outcome of the variation in the primarily formed hydrogen-bonded supramolecular architectures.
Using this strategy, diverse self-assembled materials will be obtained from a single dye component.

Introduction

Organic materials composed of supramolecularly organized
functional dyes are essential for miniaturizing optoelectronic
devices since they can be fabricated on the basis of the bottom-
up approach.1 Control of self-organized nano- to microarchi-
tectures as well as local intermolecular electronic interactions
are of primary importance as they determine electronic and
optical properties of the materials.2 Moreover, the generation
of various material morphologies, such as liquids,3 gels,4 liquid
crystals,5 and discrete nanoobjects,6 is also key to realize a broad
range of practical applications. Thus, significant effort has been
devoted to the systematic control and diversification of the self-

assembled architectures of functional dyes with a minimum of
synthetic modification.7 However, systematic fabrication of
diverse self-organized architectures and material morphologies
from a single functional dye scaffold remains a challenging task
for chemists, and most examples rely on synthetic modification
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of dye components. Here we present a unique system in which
self-organized nano- to microarchitectures of functional dye
assemblies can be diversified dramatically without synthetic
modification of the dye component.

Supramolecular fabrication of functional dye assemblies based
on directional multiple hydrogen-bonding interactions is a
fascinating approach to create functional materials featuring
highly organized dye architectures.1,2b,8 According to this
approach, naphthalene/perylene bisimides, oligo(p-phenylenevi-
nylene), merocyanine assemblies, and even their coassemblies
have been explored by the groups of Kimizuka and Kunitake,9

Schenning and Meijer,10 Würthner,11 and others.12 Recently we
also reported supramolecular polymers13 formed from a barbi-
turic acid merocyanine dyes such as1 and flexible bismelamine
BM1214 (n ) 12 in Figure 1a) via complementary triple
hydrogen-bonding interactions of a melamine-imide couple.15-18

BM12 formed organogels upon mixing with1 in nonpolar
solvents as a result of supramolecular polymerization. The most
intriguing prospect of this type of studies is that optically and
electronically active dye molecules can be easily incorporated
into processable materials such as nanofibers, micelles, liquid

crystals, organogels, and rather unique nano- to microobjects
through the functionalization of dyes with multiple hydrogen-
bonding sites. In this study our effort is devoted to the induction
of these diverse material morphologies from the aforementioned
1-bismelamine coassembly system without synthetic modifica-
tion for the dye component.

Our strategy makes use of bismelaminesBMn featuring
different linker length (n ) 5-12, Figure 1a) as binding partners
of merocyanine1 to produce different types of hydrogen-bonded
supramolecular species such as a 1+ 1 so-called Hamilton-
type complex19 and extended or folded supramolecular polymers
(Figure 1b).20 If such different types of supramolecular species
are indeed generated by varying the linker length of the
bismelamine component, the resulting hydrogen-bonded species
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would hierarchically self-organize in such a way that their
morphologies are effectively introduced into the self-organizing
process. This eventually leads to the diversification of self-
organized dye architectures without any need for the structural
alteration of the merocyanine dye. Thus, verification of this
strategy will contribute to the development of a general way to
obtain diverse nanoarchitectures and self-assembled materials
from a single functional dye.

Results and Discussion

Solution Studies.Merocyanine1 is a versatile functional
molecule owing to its fruitful optical properties derived from
electron donor-π-acceptor character as well as multiple hydrogen-
bonding capability.21 However, these structural properties make
1 insoluble in most nonpolar solvents such as cyclohexane and
decane. The barbituric acid moiety of1 has two acceptor-
donor-acceptor (ADA) type triple hydrogen-bonding arrays that

complementary bind to donor-acceptor-donor (DAD) type
melamine modules. The 1:1 complexation of1 with ditopic
bismelamines (BMn) is thus expected to afford various su-
pramolecular species (1‚BMn) as shown in Figure 1b. Though
the binding constants for this type of hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions are relatively low (ca. 102 M-1) in common organic
solvents such as chloroform, strong binding can be achieved in
nonpolar solvents such as cyclohexane (Ka ) 104-105 M-1).11b

Thus, heating of1 in the presence of an equimolar amount of
BMn in cyclohexane gave homogeneous solutions, which do
not form precipitates at least for a few days at room temperature
even in high-concentration regime (∼1.0 × 10-2 M) where1
precipitates immediately.

All the 1:1 mixtures of 1 and BMn in cyclohexane at
concentration of 1.0× 10-5 M show intramolecular charge-
transfer bands of1 at aroundλmax ) 467-469 nm. The
absorption maxima are red-shifted from that of pure1 in
cyclohexane (λmax ) 456 nm), indicating the hydrogen-bonding
interactions withBMn. The spectra of all the mixtures show
no significant change upon dilution up to 1.0× 10-6 M. This
is a notable feature for the complexation between1 and ditopic
BMn because the 2:1 complexation of1 with a reference
monotopic melamineM shows a clear transition from com-
pletely aggregated (λmax ) 465 nm) to monomeric state (λmax

) 456 nm) upon diluting the solution from 3.0× 10-4 to 2.0
× 10-6 M (Figure S1). This finding implies the formation of
Hamilton type 1+ 1 complex (Figure 1b) which is stabilized
by the cooperative binding of the two melamine sites ofBMn
to 1 or the formation ofm + m (m > 1) cyclic oligomers22 as
shown in Figure S2. Attempt to detect such small assemblies
in diluted solutions using dynamic light scattering (DLS) was
hampered by low light scattering intensity. However, when
cyclohexane solutions of1‚BM5-7 and1‚BM9 were condensed
up to 7.5× 10-3 M, reproducible autocorrelation functions that
correspond to the average hydrodynamic diameters of 4.0-4.5
nm were detected (Figure 2). The 4 nm diameter is too small
for the dimension ofm + m cyclic oligomers (6-7 nm in the
case of 2+ 2 species) but in good agreement with the gyration
diameters of the molecular-modeled 1+ 1 complexes with
extended alkyl chains (Figure S4). In great contrast,1‚BM8
and1‚BM10 already start to form particles whose hydrodynamic
diameters are polydispersed in the range of 5-40 nm for the
former and 10-70 nm for the latter at a concentration of 1×
10-3 M, indicating the formation of “open” polymeric species
upon condensation (concentration-dependent polymerization).23

This tendency is more pronounced for1‚BM11 and1‚BM12,
showing hydrodynamic diameters at around 100 nm even at

(19) (a) Hamilton, A. D.; Van Engen, D.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1987, 109, 5035-
5036. (b) Chang, S. K.; Hamilton, A. D.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1988, 110,
1318-1319. (c) Tecilla, P.; Dixon, R. P.; Slobodkin, G.; Alavi, D. S.;
Waldeck, D. H.; Hamilton, A. D.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1990, 112, 9408-
9410. (d) Tecilla, P.; Hamilton, A. D.J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Commun.1990,
1232-1234. (e) Chang, S.-K.; Van Engen, D.; Fan, E.; Hamilton, A. D.J.
Am. Chem. Soc.1991, 113, 7640-7645.

(20) ten Cate, A. T.; Sijbesma, R. P.Macromol. Rapid Commun.2002, 23,
1094-1112.

(21) (a) Ahuja, R.; Caruso, P. L.; Moebius, D.; Paulus, W.; Ringsdorf, H.;
Wildburg, G.Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl.1993, 32, 1033-1036. (b) Cao,
Y. W.; Chai, X. D.; Chen, S. G.; Jiang, Y. S.; Yang, W. S.; Ren, Y. Z.;
Blanchard-Desce, M.; Li, T. J.; Lehn, J.-M.Synth. Met.1995, 71, 1733-
1734. (c) Bohanon, T. M.; Denzinger, S.; Fink, R.; Paulus, W.; Ringsdorf,
H.; Weck, M.Angew. Chem., Int. Ed.1995, 34, 58-60. (d) Bohanon, T.
M.; Caruso, P.-L.; Denzinger, S.; Fink, R.; Moebius, D.; Paulus, W.; Preece,
J. A.; Ringsdorf, H.; Schollmeyer, D.Langmuir1999, 15, 174-184. (e)
Prins, L. J.; Thalacker, C.; Wu¨rthner, F.; Timmerman, P.; Reinhoudt, D.
N. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.2001, 98, 10042-10045. (f) Zhu, P.; Kang,
H.; Facchetti, A.; Evmenenko, G.; Dutta, P.; Marks, T. J.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.2003, 125, 11496-11497. (g) Huang, X.; Li, C.; Jiang, S.; Wang, X.;
Zhang, B.; Liu, M.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2004, 126, 1322-1323.

(22) Lipkowski, P.; Bielejewska, A.; Timmerman, P.; Reinhoudt, D. N.;
Kooijman, H.; Spek, A. L.Chem. Commun.1999, 1311-1312.

(23) (a) Ercolani, G.; Mandolini, L.; Mencarelli, P.; Roelens, S.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.1993, 115, 3901-3908. (b) Ercolani, G.J. Phys. Chem. B1998, 102,
5699-5703. (c) Sontjens, S. H. M.; Sijbesma, R. P.; van Genderen, M. H.
P.; Meijer, E. W.Macromolecules2001, 34, 3815-3818.

Figure 1. (a) Structure of merocyanine1, bismelaminesBMn, and reference
monotopic melamineM . (b) Possible supramolecular species formed
between1 andBMn.
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2.0× 10-4 M. The considerably larger hydrodynamic diameters
of 1‚BM11 and1‚BM12 in comparison with those of1‚BM8
and1‚BM10 despite 5-fold dilution could be related to more
efficient condensation-induced polymerization due to the longer
linker moieties.

To gain more insight into the supramolecular species,1H
NMR spectra of1‚BMn were measured in cyclohexane-d12 at
concentration of 5× 10-3 M (Figure S5). Mixtures1‚BM5,
1‚BM6, and1‚BM7 display relatively sharp resonances of the
aromatic protons as well as the hydrogen-bonded protons of
barbituric acid moiety of1 at around 13-14 ppm, consistent
with the formation of low-molecular-weight (Hamilton-type)
complexes.24 The spectrum of1‚BM9 is more broadened
compared to the above three complexes, but the resonances of
the hydrogen-bonded protons are visible.1‚BM8, on the
contrary, displays only a few broad signals in the aromatic
region, suggesting that the assemblies are no longer low-
molecular-weight species. It is interesting to note that the
spectral resolution of1‚BM9 is higher than that of1‚BM8
despite its longer linker moiety, suggesting that degree of
polymerization does not necessarily increase with the extension
of the linker moiety. Above1‚BM10, almost all aromatic proton
resonances are hardly observed because of significant line
broadening attributed to the formation of polymeric assemblies.
These NMR results are fully consistent with the DLS results.

Hierarchical Organization of Hydrogen-Bonded Assem-
blies. When the complex solutions of1‚BMn in cyclohexane
(c ) 10-3-10-2 M) were dried on glass substrate, all the
complexes gave birefringent crystalline films, ensuring the
formation of highly ordered structures upon evaporation process.
The IR spectra recorded from these solvent free films showed
two major peaks assignable to the imide carbonyl stretching
bands of1 at around 1663-1670 and 1697-1713 cm-1, which
originally appeared as three peaks at 1646, 1673, and 1718 cm-1

for pure1 (Figure S7). Similarly, the N-H stretching bands of
pureBMn at 3413 and 3272 cm-1 shifted to 3333-3272 and
3220 cm-1 in the films, respectively. These IR spectral changes
in hydrogen-bonding sites demonstrate the presence of hydrogen-
bonding interactions different from those of pureBMn and1,21g

thus confirming that1 and BMn are in coassembled states
through triple hydrogen-bonding interactions.

In contrast to diluted solutions, complexed films showed
different absorption spectra for1 (Table 1 and Figure S8),
demonstrating merocyanine chromophores are indeed packed
differently. The films of1‚BM5, 1‚BM7, 1‚BM8, and1‚BM10
showed small shifts in maxima and significant line broadening
as compared to diluted solutions, indicating the absence of
specific chromophore orientations allowing strong excitonic
coupling. An apparent red-shift was observed only for1‚BM6,
suggesting an offset stacking arrangement of1. On the other
hand, the films of1‚BM9, 1‚BM11, and1‚BM12 exhibited clear
blue shifts indicating the H-type exciton coupling of merocya-
nine chromophores. The H-type exciton coupling in the films
of 1‚BM11 and1‚BM12 is important evidence of their unique
morphologies which will be discussed later (see Folded Su-
pramolecular Polymers section and ref 40). Fluorescence of1
is strongly quenched in all the films except for1‚BM6, due to
dense chromophore packing or H-type exciton coupling. The
fluorescence properties of1‚BM6 will be described in the next
section.

The structural properties of these solvent-free materials were
studied by polarized optical microscopy (POM) and X-ray
diffraction (XRD). Furthermore, thermal behavior was inves-
tigated by using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). These
results are summarized in Table 2 and discussed in the following
sections. Assemblies except for1‚BM6 and1‚BM9 hierarchi-
cally organize also in solution phase by aging to afford unique
nanoscale objects, which were studied by optical microscopy
(OM), field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM),
and atomic force microscopy (AFM).

1 + 1 Complexes.Solution-state studies provided strong
evidence of the formation of Hamilton-type 1+ 1 complexes
for 1‚BM5, 1‚BM6, 1‚BM7, and 1‚BM9 in millimolar con-
centration regime. Such 1+ 1 complexes have discrete disklike
shapes capable of organizing into columnar superstructures.
When cyclohexane solutions of1‚BM5 were cast onto glass
substrates and dried slowly under the atmosphere of cyclohexane
at room temperature (ca. 1 day), birefringent circular textures
were observed by POM (Figure 3a). Closer inspection of the
individual circles by OM reveals that the ring nucleus were
surrounded by circles (inset in Figure 3a), indicating the
nonradial growth of the discotic entities. In contrast,1‚BM7
generates large spherulite textures shown in Figure 3b upon slow
evaporation, indicating the radial growth of the discotic entities.

Upon heating, these textures abruptly turned into almost
identical fan-shape textures characteristic of columnar liquid-
crystalline phases around 65°C (Figure 3c,d). DSC analysis
indeed showed endothermic peaks at 62°C (∆H ) 26.3 kJ
mol-1) for 1‚BM5 and at 63°C (∆H ) 19.1 kJ mol-1) for 1‚
BM7 upon heating, indicating the formation of thermotropic
liquid crystals (Table 2). These textures disappeared at around
70 °C upon further heating, where DSC showed endothermic

(24) Despite well-resolved1H NMR spectra of these complexes, titration
experiments could not be carried out in this solvent due to insufficient
solubility of free1 (≈1.0× 10-5 M). For 1‚BM5-7, titration experiments
were thus carried out under diluted conditions using UV/Vis spectroscopy,
affording well-defined binding isotherms indicative of 1:1 complexation
with binding constantK > 108 M-1 (see Figure S6).

Figure 2. Hydrodynamic diameters in freshly prepared cyclohexane
solutions of1‚BMn analyzed by dynamic light scattering. Concentrations:
7.5 × 10-3 M for 1‚BM5, 1‚BM6, 1‚BM7, and1‚BM9; 1 × 10-3 M for
1‚BM8 and1‚BM10; 2 × 10-4 M for 1‚BM11 and1‚BM12.

Table 1. Absorption Maxima of Solvent-free Films of 1‚BMn

complex λmax (nm) complex λmax (nm)

1‚BM5 464 1‚BM9 438
1‚BM6 478 1‚BM10 469
1‚BM7 460 1‚BM11 440
1‚BM8 463 1‚BM12 435
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peaks at around 70°C for 1‚BM525 and at 75°C (∆H ) 7.1 kJ
mol-1) for 1‚BM7. On cooling of the isotropic melts, the fan-
shape textures no longer appeared and DSC showed no phase
transition. These observations reveal that the melting of these
complexes is accompanied by the breaking of (Hamilton-type)
complex structures, which do not re-form via solid-state
complexation.

XRD of the films of 1‚BM5 showed a strong small-angle
reflection at 22.1 Å with higher order reflections atd ) 12.4
and 11.2 Å (Figure 3e), which can be assigned to the hexagonal
columnar packing with a lattice parametera ) 25.4 Å. The
small lattice parameter clearly excludes the organization ofm
+ m (m > 1) cyclic oligomers (see Figure S2). It is reasonable
value when considering the dimension of the 1+ 1 complex
(4.0 nm) with interdigitation of the exterior alkyl chains. The
film of 1‚BM7, on the other hand, showed a strong reflection
at 24.9 Å followed by a weak reflection at around 12.7 Å (Figure
3f). A definite assignment of the packing motif in this system
cannot be made by XRD in the absence of unequivocal higher
order reflections. Nonetheless, its thermal behavior as well as
POM texture almost identical with those of1‚BM5 in addition
to the fiber formation described below suggests a hexagonal
columnar packing of this system with a lattice parametera )
28.7 Å. The longer lattice parameter compared to1‚BM5 might
be due to a marginal morphological difference between the two
1 + 1 complexes (vide infra). Thus, it is concluded that these
disklike 1 + 1 complexes self-organize into hexagonally

arranged columnar architectures with intercolumnar distance of
ca. 25-29 Å.

The trend of 1‚BM5 and 1‚BM7 to self-organize into
columnar structures is further highlighted by their organization
behavior in solution. Aging the complex solutions of1‚BM5
and 1‚BM7 in cyclohexane (c ) 5 × 10-3 M) over weeks
resulted in the formation of high-aspect ratio nanofibers with
lengths reaching several hundreds of micrometers (Figure 4a,b).
The fiber formation is likely to be a recrystallization process as
no soluble extended assemblies were detected by DLS before
precipitation. In decane, fiber formation progresses by hours
with quantitative yield as judged by UV/vis absorption measure-
ment of the mother liquids. Comparison of OM and POM
images (Figure 4a-d) reveals that the fibers parallel either to
the polarizer or analyzer (for example those indicated by arrows)
are not visible under crossed-polarizer condition, indicating the
uniaxial nature of the fibers. FE-SEM imaging revealed that
the fibers are composed of bundled thinner fibers (spaghetti-
like) with diameters less than 100 nm (Figures 4e and S9a).
Cross-sectional images showed that the narrower fibers possess
a solid interior (Figures 4f and S9b). These nanofibers gave
XRD peaks almost identical with those of the films, indicating
that the fibers consist of hexagonally packed columns of disklike
1 + 1 complexes. The formation of such high-quality nanofibers
from structurally ill-defined (flexible) supramolecular building
blocks is a striking consequence of molecular-recognition-
directed self-assembly and hierarchical organization of the
resulting supramolecular species.

(25) The enthalpy value could not be estimated because of the overlap with the
peak corresponding to crystal-LC transition at 62°C.

Table 2. XRD and DSC Data for Solvent-free Films of 1‚BMn

complex packing motifa lattice paramb d-spacingb (Miller index) phase transition and temp (enthalpy)c

1‚BM5d Colh a ) 25.4 22.1 (100) Cf L; 62 (26.3)
12.4 (110) Lf I; 70e

11.2 (200)
1‚BM6d Colr a ) 46.8/43.4f 23.4 (200 or 110) Cf I; 63 (31.7)

b ) 24.5/27.8f 21.7 (110 or 200)
1‚BM7d Colhg a ) 28.7 24.9 (100) Cf L; 63 (19.1)

12.8 (200) Lf I; 75 (7.1)
1‚BM8d L c ) 41.0 40.8 (001) Cf I; 65 (10.1)

33.7h

29.6h

23.2h

20.5 (002)
17.2h

15.1h

13.8 (003)
1‚BM9 L c ) 37.1 37.1 (001) Cf I; 72 (34.6)

18.6 (002) Cr I; 61 (6.0)
12.4 (003)
9.35 (004)
7.43 (005)

1‚BM10 L c ) 37.2 37.2 (001) Cf I; 137 (25.3)
18.1 (002) Cr I; 121 (23.4)
12.0 (003)

1‚BM11 Col a ) 23.4 23.4 Cf L; 131 (10.1)
14.8h L f I; 144 (6.4)

L r I; 125 (4.2)
C r L; 112 (10.8)

1‚BM12 Col a ) 26.0 26.0 Cf I; 151 (30.3)
C r I; 140 (29.2)

a Colh ) hexagonal columnar packing, Colr ) rectangular columnar packing, L) lamellar packing, and Col) columnar packing possessing only orientational
order.b d-spacings (Å) and lattice parameters (Å) were determined by XRD at 25°C. c Phase transition temperatures (°C) and corresponding enthalpies
(kJ/mol) were determined by DSC upon first heating (f) and cooling scan (r); C, crystalline phase; L, liquid crystalline phase; I, isotropic phase.d No
phase transition was observed upon first cooling scan.e Enthalpy value could not be determined due to the overlap with the neighboring peak.f Lattice
parameters can be calculated as two patterns due to the lack of higher-order reflections.g Despite the lack of (110) reflection, Colh packing is strongly
suggested from POM and DSC results almost identical with those of1‚BM5. h Unidentified small peaks.
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The mixture1‚BM6 shows self-organization behavior some-
what different from those of1‚BM5/7 despite the DLS and1H

NMR characteristics ensuring the formation of 1+ 1 complex.
Although the solvent-free film of this complex exhibits a fanlike
birefringent texture even at room temperature, their extinction
brushes rotated 37° with respect to the polarizer or analyzer
(Figure 5a). This implies that the disks stack with a horizontal
offset and that the disk planes are tilted at an angle 37° with
respect to the normal of the column axis, leading to formation
of a column with an ellipsoidal cross section. The film indeed
shows two intense XRD peaks at 23.4 and 21.7 Å (Figure 5b),
characteristic of the rectangular columnar packing arrangement
favored by ellipsoidal columns. Because of the lack of the higher
order reflections, we cannot determine the definite packing
arrangement for this system. However, lattice parameters could
be calculated as eithera ) 46.8 Å andb ) 24.5 Å ora ) 43.4
Å andb ) 27.8 Å assuming the two small-angle peaks to be a
combination of (200) and (110) reflections from a rectangular
lattice with aC2/m space group, respectively.

This complex melted at 63°C (∆H ) 31.7 kJ mol-1) without
the formation of liquid-crystalline state as revealed by DSC
(Table 2) and POM. The higher∆H value of1‚BM6 compared
to that of1‚BM5/7 might be due to the direct transition from
crystalline phase to isotropic phase. For the same reason
mentioned for1‚BM5/7, the columnar structure does not appear
upon cooling from the isotropic melt. As a striking consequence
of the offset stacking arrangement of this complex, no phase-
separated nanoobjects were generated from the solution phase
by prolonged aging.26

Another striking consequence arising from the different
stacking arrangements between1‚BM5/7 and 1‚BM6 is their
quite distinct optical properties of merocyanine1. UV/vis spectra
of the films of 1‚BM5-1‚BM7 can be compared in Table 1
and Figure S8. These three films show relatively small spectral
changes from the diluted solutions despite their highly ordered
columnar packing. This indicates that the transition dipole
moments of1 within the columns lack a specific orientation as
in conventional H- or J-aggregates and adopt random rotational
displacements around the column axis.27,28 Nonetheless, one
important difference should be noted: the films of1‚BM5 and
1‚BM7 showed almost identical spectra which are broadened
and blue-shifted (∼8 nm) compared to diluted cyclohexane
solutions whereas the film of1‚BM6 showed a red-shift of 10
nm. Although these spectral shifts are too small to substantiate

(26) Similar result was obtained for hydrogen-bonded rosettes; see the follow-
ing: Yagai, S.; Nakajima, T.; Kishikawa, K.; Kohmoto, S.; Karatsu, T.;
Kitamura, A.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2005, 127, 11134-11139.

(27) Rosch, U.; Yao, S.; Wortmann, R.; Wu¨rthner, F.Angew. Chem., Int. Ed.
2006, 45, 7026-7030.

(28) This is why these complexes adopt hexagonal columnar packing despite
their nonsymmetrical shapes.

Figure 3. POM textures of solvent free films of1‚BM5 (a, c) and1‚BM7
(b, d) prepared by slow evaporation of cyclohexane solutions (c ) 5.0 ×
10-3 M). Images a and b were taken at 30°C, and images c and d were
taken at 70°C. XRD patterns are shown of the solvent-free films of1‚
BM5 (e) and1‚BM7 (f) at 70°C. The inset in (a) is a magnified OM image
of a circle.

Figure 4. OM (a, b) and the corresponding POM images (c, d) of the
nanofibers of1‚BM5 (a, c) and1‚BM7 (b, d) grown from cyclohexane
solutions (c ) 5.0 × 10-3 M) and SEM images of the nanofibers of1‚
BM7 (e, f).

Figure 5. POM texture (a) and XRD pattern (b) of a solvent-free film of
1‚BM6 prepared by slow evaporation of cyclohexane solution (c ) 5.0 ×
10-3 M).
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specific chromophore packing arrangements such as H- or
J-type, the observed difference between1‚BM5/7 and1‚BM6
is consistent with the arguments made by POM and XRD studies
in the sense that the latter complex takes more staggered stacking
arrangement compared to the formers. This point can be more
impressively demonstrated by the prominent red fluorescence
observed only for the film of1‚BM6 upon UV irradiation
(Figure S10a). The fluorescence spectrum of the film showed
an broad emission peaked at 628 nm (Figure S10b), assignable
to excimer-like species of1 from its large Storks shift (5004
cm-1).29,30A looser supramolecular packing in comparison with
those of 1‚BM5/7 probably allows structural reorganization
required for the excimer formation.

Molecular modeling calculation was used to explain how
marginal structural alterations in the linker length of the 1+ 1
complexes have a great impact on their packing arrangements.
We searched a conformation of the alkyl linkers ofBM5-7
suitable for Hamilton-type receptor and found that conformations
shown in Figure S3 are only possible ones. Force-field energy-
minimization of these conformers bound to1 provided reason-
able 1 + 1 complexes for all the combinations as shown in
Figure 6 parts a (top view) and b (front view). The most
important feature here is their nonplanar structures, which might
be due to the geometrical constraints of the two melamine planes
imposed by the alkyl linkers. In the cases of1‚BM5 and 1‚
BM7, two melamine planes bend disrotatorily with respect to
1 at the “triple hydrogen-bond hinges” due to the odd numbered
oligomethylene linkers, resulting in the boatlike geometries
(Figure 6c).31 Deviation from planarity is apparently larger in
1‚BM5 than in1‚BM7 (angles between the two melamine planes
are 142 and 153°, respectively) because of the shorter linker
length, leading to the shorter distance between the nitrogen
atoms of the two dioctylamino groups in the former (13.9 Å)

than in the latter (14.6 Å) (red arrows in Figure 6a). This is
qualitatively consistent with the shorter intercolumnar distance
of 1‚BM5 (25.4 Å) than that of1‚BM7 (28.7 Å) revealed by
XRD. On the other hand, the structure of1‚BM6 is characterized
by conrotatorily bent two melamine planes due to the even
numbered hexamethylene linker (Figure 6c). As a result,1‚BM6
shows a twisted chairlike geometry. Face-to-face stacking
arrangement is evidently favored by symmetrical boatlike
geometries of1‚BM5/7 but is disfavored by the contorted
chairlike morphology of1‚BM6 due to the steric hindrance
between the melamine moieties on stacking.

Extended Supramolecular Polymers.The formation of a
Hamilton-type 1+ 1 complex that is stable up to condensed
state (film state) does not hold true when the number of carbon
atoms in the linker moiety reaches 8. Thus, the complexation
of 1 with BMn possessing middle linker length (n ) 8-10)
affords quasi-one-dimensional supramolecular polymers which
hierarchically organize into lamellar superstructures. However,
their self-organization propensities are different from each other
as described below.

Combination of 1 and BM9 shows a complicated self-
organization behavior. As demonstrated by DLS, this mixture
in cyclohexane exists as 1+ 1 complex at millimolar regime
(∼1.5 × 10-2 M). The POM texture of the solvent-free film
prepared by slow evaporation is, however, not fanlike as
observed for discotic1‚BM5-1‚BM7 but sandlike as observed
for smectic phases of several liquid crystalline polymers (Figure
7a).32 This implies the occurrence of major structural transition(29) Zhu, W.; Pan, X.; Tian, H.Synth. Met.2003, 137, 1127-1128.

(30) Aggregation-induced excimer formation has been reported for hydrogen-
bonded assemblies. For example, see the following: (a) Ikeda, M.;
Takeuchi, M.; Shinkai, S.Chem. Commun.2003, 1354-1355. (b) Yagai,
S.; Higashi, M.; Karatsu, T.; Kitamura, A.Chem. Commun.2006, 1500-
1502.

(31) Xiao, S.; Myers, M.; Miao, Q.; Sanaur, S.; Pang, K.; Steigerwald, M. L.;
Nuckolls, C.Angew. Chem., Int. Ed.2005, 44, 7390-7394.

(32) (a) Arehart, S. V.; Pugh, C.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1997, 119, 3027-3037. (b)
Hempenius, M. A.; Lammertink, R. G. H.; Vancso, G. J.Macromolecules
1997, 30, 266-272. (c) Busson, P.; Oertegren, J.; Ihre, H.; Gedde, U. W.;
Hult, A.; Andersson, G.; Eriksson, A.; Lindgren, M.Macromolecules2002,
35, 1663-1671.

Figure 6. Energy-minimized structures of Hamilton-type 1+ 1 complexes
of 1‚BM5-1‚BM7 (MacroModel ver. 9.0, OPLS force field). Long alkyl
chains are omitted for clarity. Merocyanine1 is shown in orange. Key: (a)
top views; (b) horizontal views; (c) schematic representations highlighting
geometrical difference. Red arrows in the top views of1‚BM5 and1‚BM7
correspond to the distance between the nitrogen atoms of the two
dioctylamino groups (13.9 and 14.6 Å, respectively). Curved arrows in the
schematic representations indicate the bending direction of the melamine
plane from the coplanar arrangement to the barbiturate plane.

Figure 7. POM texture (a, c, e) and XRD pattern (b, d, f) of solvent-free
films of 1‚BM9 (a, b),1‚BM8 (c, d), and1‚BM10 (e, f) prepared by slow
evaporation of cyclohexane solutions (c ) 5.0 × 10-3 M).
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upon evaporation process. This birefringent texture disappeared
at around 70°C upon heating without the indication for the
formation of liquid crystalline phase, where DSC shows only
one broad endothermic peak at 72.3°C upon heating and an
exothermic peak at 61°C upon subsequent cooling from the
isotropic phase. Surprisingly, the XRD of the film shows an
intense, sharp small-angle reflection at 37.1 Å, which is
accompanied by a number of weak reflections satisfying a
reciprocal spacing ratio of 1:2:3:4:5 (Figure 7b). This substanti-
ates the formation of a lamellar superstructure with a layer
spacing of 37.1 Å. The formation of lamellar structures with
longer interlayer distance compared to the intercolumnar
distances of1‚BM5/7 clearly excludes the formation of discotic
1 + 1 complex in the solvent-free state and strongly suggests
that the constituent supramolecular species in this system are
extended tapelike supramolecular polymers (Figure 1b). There-
fore, a model for this system includes the formation of
2-dimensional sheets by lateral organization of extended su-
pramolecular polymers, which further accumulate to form
lamellar superstructures. Since the 1+ 1 species of1‚BM9
should be unstable relative to those of1‚BM5-1‚BM7 because
of the conformational freedom associated with the nonameth-
ylene linker, they open to form extended polymeric species upon
increasing concentration (>1.5 × 10-2 M), resulting in the
formation of lamellar superstructures. Because of this compli-
cated behavior associated with cyclization-polymerization
equilibrium, self-organization in cyclohexane does not proceed
for this combination.33

In contrast to1‚BM9, DLS studies of1‚BM8 and1‚BM10
indicate the formation of polydisperse supramolecular polymers
in the solution state (Figure 2). At this stage, it becomes obvious
that BMn possessing an odd number of carbon atoms in the
linker moiety can form stable 1+ 1 species with1. When
cyclohexane solutions of1‚BM8 and 1‚BM10 were dried on
glass substrate, the resultant solvent-free films exhibited char-
acteristic textures as shown in Figure 7c,e, respectively. The
texture of1‚BM8 is wormlike whereas that of1‚BM10 features
many streaks reminiscent of lamellar structures. These textures
manifest the capability of these supramolecular polymers to
organize into highly ordered superstructures. Both1‚BM8 and
1‚BM10 simply melted at 65°C (∆H ) 10.1 kJ mol-1) and
137 °C (∆H ) 25.3 kJ mol-1), respectively, as examined by
POM and DSC (Table 2). Significantly higher melting temper-
ature of1‚BM10 may reflect a higher degree of polymerization
as already suggested by DLS.1‚BM10 crystallized at 121°C
whereas1‚BM8 showed no phase transition upon cooling.

Despite the dramatic difference in POM textures, XRD
revealed that fundamental organized structures of1‚BM8 and
1‚BM10 are the same as that of1‚BM9. Both the films feature
intense three reflections indicating a lamellar ordering with the
layer spacing of 40.8 Å for1‚BM8 and 37.2 Å for1‚BM10,
respectively (Figure 7d,f). For1‚BM8, however, additional small
reflections are observed at 33.7, 29.6, 23.2, 17.2, and 15.1 Å
(marked by1), which can be indexed as (200), (110), (210),
(400), and (410) reflections of rectangular columnar (Colr)
ordering with lattice parameters ofa ) 59.2 Å andb ) 41.0
Å. A model for the organization of1‚BM8 thus may include

lateral organization of extended supramolecular polymers to the
2-dimensional sheets with in-plane rectangular ordering of
hydrogen-bonded disk segments.

Self-organization of supramolecular polymers1‚BM8 and1‚
BM10 occurs also in solution by aging for a long time, affording
unique nanoscopic objects. In the case of1‚BM8, aging the
cyclohexane solution (c ) 1 × 10-2 M) for 1 month resulted
in the precipitation of unique wormlike birefringent objects of
1-3 µm width and 20-400µm length (Figure 8a). The use of
decane as solvent promotes its formation within a few days.
The strong birefringence indicates the crystalline packing of the
supramolecular polymers. In several parts thinner fibrils with
seVeral hundreds of micrometersin length can be seen (Figure
S11). FE-SEM imaging confirmed the presence of thinner fibrils
with a uniform diameter of 100 nm (Figure 8b), leading to a
high aspect ratio of>1000. In some parts wormlike objects are
loosened to a number of thinner fibrils (Figure S12c), manifest-
ing a hierarchical relationship between them. The fibrils are
seemingly soft, which is in sharp contrast to the rigid nanofibers
obtained from1‚BM5/7. With a similar XRD pattern to that of
the thin film (Figure 7d), we assume that such fibrils are formed
by rolling up of the lamellae as proposed for bilayered
amphiphilic glucoamide derivatives.34

On the contrary, the organization of1‚BM10 in cyclohexane
resulted in gelation at concentrations above 2× 10-3 M (0.5
wt %) after 1 month (inset in Figure 8c),35 reiterating a higher
degree of polymerization in this system. The use of decane as
solvent promotes the gelation within a few days. The resulting
gels are strongly birefringent (Figure 8c), indicating that the
polymeric species assemble anisotropically in the presence of
solvent molecules (formation of lyotropic mesophase). This
characteristic property highlights the strong interchain associa-

(33) In decane, this complex (c ) 2.0× 10-3 M) formed rigid gels upon aging
for 1 month, indicating that polymerization occurs in this solvent. Similar
solvent-induced polymerization has been reported for ureidopyrimidinone
supramolecular polymers: see ref 39d.

(34) Fuhrhop, J. H.; Schnieder, P.; Boekema, E.; Helfrich, W.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.1988, 110, 2861-2867.

(35) For organogels based on the melamine-cyanurate/barbiturate motif, see
the following: (a) Hanabusa, K.; Miki, T.; Taguchi, Y.; Koyama, T.; Shirai,
H. J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Commun.1993, 1382-1384. (b) Inoue, K.; Ono,
Y.; Kanekiyo, Y.; Ishi-i, T.; Yoshihara, K.; Shinkai, S.J. Org. Chem.1999,
64, 2933-2937. (c) Jeong, S. W.; Murata, K.; Shinkai, S.Supramol. Sci.
1996, 3, 83-86. Also see ref 14.

Figure 8. (a) Optical microscopic images of the wormlike objects of1‚
BM8 grown from cyclohexane solution (c ) 5.0 × 10-3 M). The inset
shows the corresponding POM image. (b) FE-SEM images of the wormlike
objects of1‚BM8. The inset displays a thinner fibril. (c) POM image and
appearance (inset) of a cyclohexane gel of1‚BM10 (5 × 10-3 M). (d) FE-
SEM image of the xerogel of1‚BM10. The inset shows the AFM phase
image of the surface of a globular object.
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tion of the tapelike supramolecular polymers via multipointπ-π
stacking interactions. FE-SEM images of a spin-coated gel
displayed fused globular microstructures (Figure 8d). Similar
microscopic structures have been reported for lamellarly orga-
nized organogels.36 AFM measurement of the surface of the
globular objects visualizes anisotropically aligned fibrous motif
with average width of 45 nm (inset in Figure 8d), further
confirming the anisotropic orientation of the polymeric species.
XRD showed the formation of lamellar structures identical with
that of the film prepared from the homogeneous (nongelled)
supramolecular polymer solution (Figure 7f). From these results
it can be concluded that supramolecular polymers of1‚BM10
have a tendency to organize into continuous lamellar networks.

Folded Supramolecular Polymers.When the number of
carbon atoms in the linker moiety reaches 11 (BM11) and 12
(BM12), their complexes with1 begin to exhibit properties
indicating further elongated polymeric structures. The average
hydrodynamic diameters in DLS analysis reached at around 100
nm even in the micromolar regime (c ) 2 × 10-4 M, Figure
2). AFM images of the spin-coated solutions on highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) revealed existence of well-developed
fibrous assemblies with width of 20-50 nm (Figure 9a,b). The
persistent length of the assemblies in the AFM images undoubt-
edly exceeds several micrometers, which is 1 order of magnitude
larger than the hydrodynamic diameters measured by DLS (ca.
100 nm) before spin-coating. The large discrepancy between

the size regimes of the two techniques is presumably due to
high polymerizing propensity of these assemblies, allowing the
growth of the polymeric chains during fast evaporation process
by spin-coating.

Increasing the concentration of these assemblies eventually
leads to the formation of abirefringent viscoelastic gels at around
1.6 × 10-2 M.14b FE-SEM observation revealed that the gels
are composed of fibers with a uniform diameter of ca. 100 nm
(Figure S13). The gel formation is a fast process: they are
immediately formed when the homogeneous hot solutions are
cooled to ambient temperature. The lack of birefringence and
fast gelation as well as considerably high minimum gelation
concentrations for these assemblies is markedly contrasting with
the lamellar organization of1‚BM10 (birefringent gel is formed
even at 2.0× 10-3 M by prolonged aging) and is a strong
indication for the occurrence of different types of self-organiza-
tion.

Anisotropic orientation of these polymeric assemblies can be
achieved by slow evaporation (48 h) of cyclohexane, exhibiting
unique stripe textures as shown in Figure 9c,d. A similar texture
has been reported for the helically wound supramolecular
polymers consisting of a hydrogen-bonded supramolecular
polymer13a and a Janus-type merocyanine dimer.4f,37 XRD
patterns of these films are characterized by weak and broad
reflections emerging at 23.4 Å for1‚BM1138 and 26.0 Å for
1‚BM12 (Figure 9e,f), respectively, the positions of which are
inconsistent with the layer spacings of the lamellar structures
obtained from1‚BM8-1‚BM10. These distances are close to
the intercolumnar distances of the columnar structures obtained
from 1‚BM5 and 1‚BM7 (see Table 2). The formation of
columnar structures from a quasi-one-dimensional supramo-
lecular polymer indicates that the polymeric chains of1‚BM11
and1‚BM12 fold into columnar secondary structures.39,40

The line broadening of the XRD peaks remained unchanged
upon thermal annealing up to 120°C. This suggests that columns
lack a definite long-range lateral positional order as in the
nematic columnar (Nc) mesophase.41 Since the folded polymers
can self-assemble weakly through van der Waals interaction
between their exterior alkyl chains, they might be able to align
anisotropically only in the absence of solvent molecules. The

(36) (a) Jung, J. H.; Ono, Y.; Sakurai, K.; Sano, M.; Shinkai, S.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.2000, 122, 8648-8653. (b) Ajayaghosh, A.; Varghese, R.; Mahesh,
S.; Praveen, V. K.Angew. Chem., Int. Ed.2006, 45, 7729-7732. (c) Kumar,
N. S. S.; Varghese, S.; Narayan, G.; Das, S.Angew. Chem., Int. Ed.2006,
45, 6317-6321.

(37) Yao, S.; Beginn, U.; Gress, T.; Lysetska, M.; Wu¨rthner, F.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.2004, 126, 8336-8348.

(38) For1‚BM11, an additional peak was observed at 14.8 Å, which does not
correspond to either Colh (13.5 Å) or Colt (16.5 Å).

(39) (a) Gellman, S. H.Acc. Chem. Res.1998, 31, 173-180. (b) Hirschberg, J.
H. K. K.; Brunsveld, L.; Ramzi, A.; Vekemans, J. A. J. M.; Sijbesma, R.
P.; Meijer, E. W.Nature2000, 407, 167-170. (c) Hill, D. J.; Mio, M. J.;
Prince, R. B.; Hughes, T. S.; Moore, J. S.Chem. ReV. 2001, 101, 3893-
4011. (d) Hirschberg, J. H. K. K.; Koevoets, R. A.; Sijbesma, R. P.; Meijer,
E. W. Chem.sEur. J. 2003, 9, 4222-4231.

(40) In our previous study, folding of supramolecular polymer chain was
proposed for1‚BM12 from the UV/Vis study: the mixture showed a
concentration-independent blue-shifted absorption band of1 (λmax ) 435
nm) above 2.5× 10-4 M (see refs 14b and 30b). The formation of H-type
aggregates even in micromolar regime clearly demonstrates the intrachain
stacking of1. In the present study, we found that1‚BM11 also shows similar
H-aggregated band (λmax ) 440 nm; see Table 1 and Figure S8) under the
same concentration regime. In contrast, the formation of H-type aggregates
is not observed for the columnar organization of the discrete 1+ 1
complexes of1‚BM5-1‚BM7 where the disks can rotate freely around
the column axis. For the folded supramolecular polymers of1‚BM11/12,
rotational freedom of the constituent disks is restricted by the covalent
linkers, and thereby the transition dipole moments of1 within a column
are locked in a specific orientation causing H-type exciton coupling.

(41) (a) Ringsdorf, H.; Wuestefeld, R.; Zerta, E.; Ebert, M.; Wendorff, J. H.
Angew. Chem., Int. Ed.1989, 28, 914-918. (b) Praefcke, K.; Singer, D.;
Kohne, B.; Ebert, M.; Liebmann, A.; Wendorff, J. H.Liq. Cryst.1991, 10,
147-159. (c) Kouwer, P. H. J.; Jager, W. F.; Mijs, W. J.; Picken, S. J.
Macromolecules2000, 33, 4336-4342.

Figure 9. (a, b) AFM height images of spin-coated cyclohexane solutions
(c ) 2 × 10-4 M) of 1‚BM11 (a) and1‚BM12 (b). (c, d) POM textures of
solvent-free films of1‚BM11 (c) and 1‚BM12 (d) prepared by slow
evaporation of cyclohexane solutions (c ) 5.0 × 10-3 M). (e, f) XRD
patterns of the dried films of1‚BM11 (e) and1‚BM12 (f).
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folded polymeric assemblies of1‚BM11 and1‚BM12 melt at
144°C (∆H ) 6.4 kJ mol-1) and 151°C (∆H ) 30.3 kJ mol-1),
respectively, which are the highest values among the investigated
assemblies. Interestingly, careful observation of the POM texture
of 1‚BM11 upon heating unveiled the formation of birefringent
fluid phase just before melting. The DSC thermogram indeed
showed definite endothermic peak at 131°C with ∆H ) 10.1
kJ mol-1. Thus, it is strongly suggested that1‚BM11 forms
columnar mesophase lacking well-defined two-dimensional
order in a very narrow temperature range. On the other hand,
no such indication was observed for1‚BM12. The discrepancy
in the generation of liquid crystallinity of these assemblies
despite their analogous organization behavior remains unclear.
1‚BM11 entered liquid crystalline phase at 125°C and crystal-
lized at 112 °C upon cooling, whereas1‚BM12 directly
crystallized at 140°C.

Summary of Diversifying Superstructures. The results
above demonstrate how seemingly minor variations in bis-
melamines can have a tremendous impact on the resulting self-
assembled superstructures containing dye1. Hierarchical orga-
nization of the assemblies obtained by the aggregation of1 with
BMn via complementary triple hydrogen-bonding interaction

is summarized in Figure 10. At the beginning, diversification
occurs in the morphology of the hydrogen-bonded supramo-
lecular species. In the cases of shorter linker bismelamines (n
) 5-7), stable 1+ 1 complexes are formed upon binding with
1 (i), which hierarchically organize into columnar structures with
long-range structural orderings (iv-vii). XRD and POM as well
as UV/vis and fluorescence studies revealed, however, that the
packing arrangement of these complexes is quite different
betweenn ) 5/7 and 6, which also has drastic implications for
their solution-phase organizations. Dense hexagonal columnar
packing of 1‚BM5 and 1‚BM7 resulted in the formation of
crystalline nanofibers with submillimeter length (viii). On the
contrary, loose rectangular columnar packing of1‚BM6 failed
to form any discrete nanoobjects from solution phase due to its
high solubility. From the molecular modeling, it is suggested
that the different packing arrangement is a result of the
geometrical difference of the 1+ 1 complexes imposed by the
odd/even effect of the alkyl linkers (ii and iii). It is quite
appealing that the emission property of1 can be also tuned in
addition to the chromophore packing arrangement.

Elongation of the linker length up ton ) 8 abruptly changes
the morphology of the hydrogen-bonded species to extended

Figure 10. Schematic representation of the hierarchical organization of1‚BMn.
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supramolecular polymers (ix) organizing into lamellar super-
structures (xi) via the formation of two-dimensional sheets (x).
This holds true forn ) 9 and 10. Also, in these cases, the
diversification occurs in the highest organization level as
represented by the formation of wormlike objects consisting of
bundled soft nanofibrils (n ) 8, xii and xiii) and continuous
globular networks (n ) 10, xiv) in solution phase. The formation
of different supramolecular objects is considered to be a
consequence of the difference in the rigidity of the extended
supramolecular polymers. The formation of more rigid su-
pramolecular polymers in the case ofn ) 8 is self-evident,
causing more frustrated packing in the two-dimensional sheets
and preventing continuous lateral stacking of the supramolecular
polymer networks. In the case ofn ) 9, no hierarchical
organization occurs in the solution phase most likely due to
the formation of a 1+ 1 complex as inferred from the DLS
study.

Further extension of the linker length up ton ) 11 and 12
allows supramolecular polymeric chains to be folded into
columnar secondary structures (xv) capable of forming vis-
coelastic gels (xvii). These columnar structures consist of
stacked melamine‚1‚melamine hydrogen-bonded segments as
the columns of1‚BM5-1‚BM7 do, but here the disks are
connected with upper and lower ones by covalent linkers. This
restricts rotational freedom of the disks around the column axis,
and thereby their ideal crystalline packing within the columns
might be lost. As a result, columns are frustrated in shape and
that is why they show only orientational order as demonstrated
by XRD.

Conclusions

This study has demonstrated a powerful strategy for the
diversification of self-organized architectures of dye-containing

self-assemblies. The systematic variation of the non-dye com-
ponents induces variation of the self-organized superstructures.
The notable feature here is that a remarkably simple variation
on the linker carbon number of the non-dye component results
in dramatic changes in the self-organized superstructures via
hydrogen-bond-directed complexation and subsequent hierarchi-
cal organization. Thus, one can expect that various self-
organized superstructures possessing specific material morphol-
ogies including organogels, discrete nanoobjects, and liquid
crystals can be obtained from a specifically designed dye without
any synthetic alterations. The expression of various materials
morphologies may find new function and application of the dye.
Furthermore, investigation of the optical and electronic proper-
ties of the dyes embedded in such diversified superstructures
should bring a deeper understanding of structure-property
relationship in exploring organic optoelectronic devices. Our
current research effort is focused on the application of this
unique strategy to obtain diverse self-organized structures from
optically and electronically activeπ-electronic molecules such
as oligothiophenes and perylene bisimides.
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